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Context-based object detection in still images
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Abstract

We present a novel dual-stage object-detection method. In the first stage, an object detector based on appropriate visual features is used to find

object candidates. In the second stage, the object candidates are assigned a confidence value based on local-contextual information. Our context-

based method is called COBA, for COntext BAsed object detection. At a given detection rate COBA is able to lower the false-detection rate.

Experiments in which frontal human faces are to be detected show that the number of false positives is lowered by a factor 8.7 at a detection rate of

80% when compared to the current high-performance object detectors. Moreover, COBA is capable of flexibly using other new object-detection

algorithms as ‘plug-ins’ in the second stage. Hence, object detection can be straightforwardly improved by our method a soon as new insights

emerge and are available in algorithmic form.

q 2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

Keywords: 42.30.T

Keywords: Computer vision; Machine learning; Object recognition

1. Introduction

In this paper, we present a novel context-based object-

detection method named COBA. Object detection by a

computer is the automatic determination of the locations and

sizes of objects in an image, where the objects belong to a

predefined class. Object detection is an active research area that

has yielded many methods (see, e.g. [1–4]). Currently, the field

focusses on multiview and real-time approaches. However, so

far pure accuracy, in terms of the number of false detections at

a given detection rate, has received less attention.

Two concepts from behavioural sciences, spatial context

and visual attention [5,6], inspired us in mitigating this

drawback. The first concept, spatial context, is important

because observers use spatial context when locating and

detecting objects. Objects are found faster and more reliably if

they are embedded in familiar contexts [7], since such

familiarity may prevent false detections of object-like patterns

in unlikely contexts. Fig. 1 shows two examples of false

detections. In the figure, the small square images (left) are

enlarged versions of the square regions indicated by boxes in

the large images. Considered in isolation, both small images

are highly similar to faces. When considered in their natural

context, a potential interpretation as faces is quickly

suppressed. It is important to note that the spatial context of

the object contains both the object itself, and its direct spatial

surroundings.

The second concept, visual attention, enables primates to

select rather efficiently part of a visual scene [8]. This selection

allows the primates to reduce the amount of information to be

processed, and confine their attention to appropriate regions.

Visual attention can be shifted overtly through eye movements

(saccades) [9], or covertly by a mental process [10]. Overt

attention focusses the appropriate region on the fovea, the high-

resolution part of the retina [11]. Covert attention is a mental

process that can be likened to an internal ‘spotlight’ that is

focussed on parts of the retina to select future locations for

overt attention [5,12–14].

According to theories of human vision [15], the concepts of

spatial context and visual attention are closely related. Recent

results in human perception studies [8] suggest that spatial

attention in humans involves local contextual information as

well as object features to direct the focus of attention to the

object of interest. Inspired by these behavioural findings we

propose our new method COBA. It combines the object

features and the local contextual information to guide attention

for object detection. In the present study, our conception

(definition) of local context reads: ‘the visual features within a
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confined spatial region around a centred object’. Our definition

of local context includes features that are both internal and

external to the object (see Section 4.3; an example is given in

Fig. 3). As such, our conception of context corresponds to that

of Kruppa et al. [16], who define context as a slightly larger

region centred around objects. Our definition differs from that

of Torralba and Oliva [17], who define context as the entire

image region.

COBA is a two-stage method that uses (1) an object detector

to find object candidates, and (2) the spatial context in order to

validate the object candidates. We claim that the use of context

will lower the false-detection rate. Below we mention two

different approaches that are related to our approach: Torralba

and Oliva [17] and Kruppa et al. [16].

First, Torralba and Oliva [17] show that the features of an

object’s spatial context are statistically related to the features of

the object itself. They claim that the spatial context could be

used to reduce the search space in object detection. However,

they do not actually combine their method with object

detection. Second, Kruppa et al. [16] use an object’s spatial

context to infer the location of the object; they detect human

heads in order to find faces. However, their approach solely

focusses on the detection of the context. The object is than

located by assuming that it is in the centre of the detected

context. We will discuss the relation between our work and the

work by Torralba et al. [17] and Kruppa et al. [16] in more

detail in Section 7.

We stress the idea of COBA, viz. by (1) using contextual

information of actual object examples and (2) learning how to

use this information to direct visual attention.

The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 presents our

context-based method COBA. Section 3 outlines the algo-

rithmic approach and provides implementation details. Section

4 describes the experimental set-up for the application of

COBA to detect frontal human faces. Section 5 describes the

evaluation procedure. In Section 6 we present results, which

are discussed in Section 7. In Section 8, we conclude upon the

performance of COBA and provide three recommendations.

2. Description of the context-based method

As stated in the introduction, our context-based object-

detection method COBA proceeds in two stages; an object-

detection stage and a contextual-validation stage. In the

following we discuss both stages in detail.

First, in the object-detection stage the image is scanned

using a window-sliding technique [1–3,18]. This technique

extracts information from a square window of a given size from

a grid of locations and scales. At each position and scale, the

contents of a window are classified as either an object

candidate, or a background pattern. This stage is illustrated

in the left panel of Fig. 2. The solid box with an arrow denotes

the sliding window. The stage results in a set of object

candidates, denoted by the other solid boxes in the left panel of

Fig. 2.

Second, in the context-validation stage, confidence is

assigned to each of the first-stage object candidates. A

sliding-window technique is used in locations close to the

object candidates only. The contents of a window is used to

obtain a probability density function (PDF) that describes the

most probable relative location for the object with respect to

the current location. For a given location, the PDF is illustrated

in the centre panel of Fig. 2. The solid square defines the region

from which information is extracted and the arrow represents

the expectation value of the relative location of the object with

respect to the current location. The circles are contour lines for

the probability density function. The probability density value

at locations corresponding to first-stage object candidates

(denoted by the dashed squares) is stored for each of these

candidates.

The algorithm that generates the PDFs is trained on example

patterns taken from the spatial context of the object class of

interest. As noted in the introduction, we define the object as

part of its spatial context; we can thus expect that features from

the object itself and features from its surroundings will both be

used to guide the visual attention process. The main difference

Fig. 1. Examples of patterns that are similar to faces, but that are clearly not

faces when viewed in their context.

Fig. 2. Graphical representation of our context-based method.
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between COBA and other methods based on object detection

[16,19], is that COBA detects objects by combining local

contextual cues into an estimate the location of the object with

respect to the current location.

In order to obtain a confidence value for each object

candidate, PDFs for all locations that overlap an object

detection are added. The result of the second stage is a

confidence value for each of the first-stage object candidates.

The final result of COBA is obtained by thresholding the

confidence value, and regarding only those object candidates

with a sufficient confidence value as final detections. These

final detections are shown in the right panel of Fig. 2.

The dual-stage nature of COBA renders it independent of

the type of object classifier. That is, arbitrary object classifiers

can be used as ‘plug-ins’ in the first stage. To emphasise the

flexibility of the method, we shall employ two different object

classifiers.

In both detection stages, the contents of a window is first

transformed into visual features that are meaningful in terms of

human vision [11]. The choice of features is essential for

obtaining good results. Appropriate visual features for

detecting the object candidates, and determining the spatial

context, are discussed in the Sections 2.1 and 2.2.

2.1. Visual features for the object-detection stage

To investigate the ‘plug-in’ property for object classifiers in

COBA, we implemented two different object detectors. The

first detector is called the monolithic detector and is based on

the work by Papageorgiou and Poggio [1]. The monolithic

detector employs a support-vector classifier to distinguish

between objects and non-objects. The second detector is called

the boosted-cascade detector and is based on the work by Viola

and Jones [4] and Lienhart et al. [20]. They use a boosted

cascade of classifiers to distinguish between objects and non-

objects. Each of the classifiers in the cascade detects almost all

the objects while allowing a very high (in the order of tens of

per cents) false-detection rate. A cascade of many of these

classifiers then yields a relatively high true-detection rate and a

low false-detection rate. Viola and Jones use AdaBoost [21] to

select which of the edge features and line features are most

effective in each of the classifiers.

Both object detectors are based on existing work, and will

be used as ‘plugins’ in the first stage of COBA. Below, we

briefly describe the features used.

2.1.1. Visual features for the monolithic detector

Papageorgiou and Poggio employ features derived from an

overcomplete wavelet basis at two scales to detect various object

classes, i.e. human faces, pedestrians, and automobiles. They use

either gray-scale or pseudo-colour wavelets; the choice for gray-

scale or pseudo-colour depends on the object class of interest.

This holds true for the appropriate spatial scale, too.

2.1.2. Visual features for the boosted-cascade detector

Viola and Jones employ edge features and line features that

are very similar to Haar wavelets. The set of simple edge

features and line features has been extended by Lienhart et al.

[20] to include centre-surround features and oriented edge

features. The extraction of these features, together with an

efficient classification and appropriate training software, is now

part of the Intel Open Computer Vision library1.

2.2. Visual features for the context-validation stage

The visual features for the context-validation stage have to

fulfil the following two requirements: (1) provide sufficient

information about the spatial context of an object, and (2) they

should give rise to a low intra-class variance for the context of

the object. This means that the features should encode

information that does not vary too much over the class of

local spatial contexts of objects.

One of the earliest stages in human vision is the detection of

edges at several orientations in the retinal image [11].

Consequently, many existing algorithms in the area of

computer vision use features that are derived from edge

information, such as wavelet features [1] and scale-space

features [22].

We use overcomplete Haar wavelet features [1] for our

context-validation stage. The reason for choosing Haar wavelet

features is that it is one of the most elementary features that

encodes edge information at different orientations and that

simultaneously can be calculated efficiently. The reason for

choosing an overcomplete representation is twofold. First, it is

better in capturing constraints between neighbouring regions

and complex patterns than a complete representation [1].

Second, despite being overcomplete, it is sufficiently small in

the number of features as compared to the Viola–Jones feature

set. Since the number of training samples for contextual

validation is small, a limited number of features is a

prerequisite to prevent overfitting (see. e.g. [23]).

The scales that contain the largest possible amount of the

information unique to the object’s context are included. These

scales are specific to the object class of interest.

3. Algorithmic approach

Below we describe the approach used in the context-

validation stage, i.e. the second stage of COBA. The main

focus of the context-validation stage is to learn the relation

between patterns and their relative positioning within the direct

spatial context of an object. Section 3.1 describes the relative

localisation in more detail. We employ two different

techniques to estimate PDFs: cluster-weighted models (Section

3.2), and decision-trees (Section 3.3).

3.1. Relative localisation

Our objective is to estimate the location of the object

relative to the current location, i.e. to estimate the vector

ðxrZ ðxr; yrÞ by means of the window features v, where xr

1 http://www.sourceforge.net.
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represents the horizontal relative location and yr represents the

vertical relative location. The function that minimises the mean

square error between the estimated bðxr and the real relative

location ðxr is the conditional expected value [24, p. 247]:

bðxr Z

ð
ðxrf ððxr; vÞdðxr; (1)

where the joint PDF f ððxr; vÞ describes the relation between the

two random variables ðxr and v. It is given by:

f ððxrjvÞZ
f ððxr; vÞ

f ðvÞ
: (2)

As will be discussed in the next section, determining the

relative object location ðxr transforms into finding the joint PDF

f ððxr; vÞ.

3.2. Estimating the PDF using cluster-weighted models

For building the relative location estimator, we need to

estimate the joint PDF f ððxr; vÞ. In the framework of regression

algorithms, several approaches have been proposed for the

estimation of joint PDFs. We will use cluster-weighted

modelling ([25], p. 178), as it provides a simple algorithm

for the learning stage [26,27]. For completeness, we reproduce

the main expressions of the estimation algorithm here.

In the cluster-weighted modelling algorithm, a joint PDF is

expanded as a sum of m elliptical Gaussian clusters that each

model the local relationship between the n-dimensional input

distributions and [-dimensional output distributions. In our

specific application an output dimensionality of [Z2 is used.

f ððxr; vÞZ
Xm

iZ1

gððxrjv; ciÞgðvjciÞpðciÞ; (3)

in which ci refers to the ith cluster. Moreover, p(ci) is a cluster

weight, and g(vjci) is a multivariate elliptical Gaussian with

mean mi and covariance matrix Xi defining the domain of

influence in the input space of the cluster:

gðvjciÞZ
expK1

2
ðvKmiÞ

TXK1
i ðvKmiÞ

� �
ð2pÞðn=2Þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
detðXiÞ

p : (4)

The output distribution of the cluster is modelled by a

similar expression:

gððxrjv; ciÞZ
expK1

2
ððxrKaiKbT

i vtÞ
TSK1

i ððxrKaiKbT
i vtÞ

� �
ð2pÞð[=2Þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
detðSiÞ

p :

(5)

The centres of the output clusters are dependent on the input

samples vt by a linear transformation (described by the scalars

ai and vectors bi); their covariance matrices are Si. Given the

model parameters, the joint PDF for the output is given by:

f ððxrjvÞZ

Pm
iZ1

gððxrjv; ciÞgðvjciÞpðciÞ

Pm
iZ1

gðvjciÞpðciÞ

: (6)

When estimating ðxr given v, the expectation value bðxr is

calculated as

bðxr Z

Pm
iZ1

ðai CbT
i vtÞgðvjciÞpðciÞ

Pm
iZ1

gðvjciÞpðciÞ

; (7)

and a covariance-matrix estimate, that functions as an inverse

confidence measure, is calculated as

Ŝðxr
ZE½ðbðxr KðxrÞð

bðxr KðxrÞ
Tjv�Z

Pm
iZ1

SigðvjciÞpðciÞ

Pm
iZ1

gðvjciÞpðciÞ

: (8)

The estimated relative location bðxr and the estimated

covariance matrix Ŝðxr
are used to calculate a one-cluster

PDF. The image-wide probability measure is formed by adding

all the one-cluster PDFs.

3.3. Estimating the PDF using decision trees

A C4.5 decision tree [28] maps its input attributes v onto m

output classes. For each output class ci, a conditional

probability p(cijv) is determined such that
Pm

iZ1 pðcijvÞZ1.

In COBA, we employ a set-up in which the area covered by

possible relative locations is discretised into a grid of n rows

and n columns. In this way, using mZn2, we can regard the

conditional class probabilities yielded by the decision tree as a

discretised relative location PDF.

4. Experimental set-up: human face detection

In order to assess the performance of COBA we apply it to

the detection of a single class of objects: frontal human faces.

The class of faces is an appropriate challenge for COBA

because it is well documented and data for comparison is

readily available [29]. For the task of frontal face detection, we

expect that the context consists mainly of the head. In the

experiments, we examined our claim that using context in

COBA lowers the false-detection rate.

In order to obtain training data, a total of 3383 faces were

manually labelled in 995 colour images obtained from the

Internet. An additional set of 1900 positive instances

representing frontal faces is obtained by labelling unoccluded

faces from the AR faces database [30].

Below, we describe the experimental procedure in three

steps: the selection of face candidates, the contextual

validation, and the training.

4.1. Detection of face candidates

For the detection of face candidates we use the monolithic

and boosted-cascade detectors introduced in Section 2.1.

The monolithic detector is based on the method of

Papageorgiou and Poggio with gray-scale wavelets, as these

yield the most compact representation of the object class [1].

N.H. Bergboer et al. / Image and Vision Computing 24 (2006) 987–1000990



A sliding window of size 19!19 pixels is used and the feature

set consists of wavelet coefficients for square-support Haar

wavelets of size 2!2 and 4!4. We use an overcomplete

representation of 17!17 coefficients for a given scale and

orientation. For both scales, the low-pass filtered data is

discarded and the absolute value of only the horizontal,

vertical, and diagonal detail coefficients are retained. Each of

the resulting six components is normalised by its mean, thus a

feature vector qO2R
1734 is obtained by vectorising and

concatenating the six components.

In the boosted-cascade detector, the choice of line features

and edge features used for classification is determined by the

training algorithm.

4.2. Contextual validation

For the contextual validation we use a window of size 19!
19 pixels. Context-validation models are trained on patterns

from a region almost twice as large as the face itself. Each

training face is down-scaled such that its dimensions 19!19

pixels. The patterns used have a relative displacement fromK8

to C8 pixels in both the horizontal and vertical direction.

Fig. 3 illustrates the extent of the training region; the region

is overlaid on a high-resolution face. The large dotted square

denotes the region from which the training samples are taken,

the dashed square in the centre denotes the actual face location,

and the solid square in the upper left corner of the training

region denotes the window for relative displacement of K8

pixels in both the horizontal and vertical direction in the down-

sampled image2.

We use one of three different groups of overcomplete

wavelet feature sets [1] in order to determine which feature set

best describes appropriate contexts of faces while incorporating

the least amount of uninformative information.

(1) Coarse representation:

† Coarse scale-2: wavelets at decomposition level 1

† Coarse scale-4: double-resolution wavelets at

decomposition level 2

(2) Fine representation:

† Fine scale-2: double-resolution wavelets at decompo-

sition level 1

† Fine scale-4: quad-resolution wavelets at decompo-

sition level 2

(3) Multiscale representation: double-resolution wavelets at

decomposition level 1 (wavelet scale 2) and quad-

resolution wavelets at decomposition level 2 (wavelet

scale 4)

Fig. 4 illustrates what contextual features are common to

instances of the class of facial contexts; we show averages of

the multiscale features over the entire training region. The top

row shows double-res scale-2 wavelets while the lower row

shows quad-res scale-4 wavelets. The three columns show

horizontal details, vertical details, and diagonal details,

respectively. The features actually used in the context-

validation stage are windows of size 19!19 cropped from

the training region, as indicated in Fig. 4. The figure clearly

shows that the multiscale representation captures dominant

large features such as the eyes, the mouth, and the edge of the

head. In particular, the internal context (eyes, nose, mouth)

appears to be more important than the external context (edge of

the head and background). In addition, it should be remarked

that the differences between scale-2 and scale-4 wavelets is

rather small, which suggests that the useful information resides

in actual physical parts of the object or its surroundings. This

conforms to contemporary studies, such as described in [31].

Below, we motivate the choice of our three different feature

sets. For brevity, we refer to double-res ‘scale-2’ or ‘scale-4’

features whenever we mean Haar wavelets that are at the

double of the resolution that would be required for a complete

basis [1]; the same holds for quad-res ‘scale-4’ features.

In all cases, cluster-weighted models as described in Section

3.2 require a feature space with a reasonably small

dimensionality. Therefore, principal component analysis

(PCA) is used to reduce the dimensionality of the feature

Fig. 4. Average wavelet features over the training region.

Fig. 3. The region used for obtaining training samples, overlaid on a face.

2 We show the training region overlaid on a high-resolution face in Fig. 3 to

illustrate clearly what portion of the head is used as context. When extracting

features from a facial context, the high-resolution image is first down-scaled in

such a way that the face has a size of 19!19 pixels.

N.H. Bergboer et al. / Image and Vision Computing 24 (2006) 987–1000 991



space to project the raw feature vectors qO to a reduced context-

validation vector qO2R
16. A separate PCA is performed for

each of the three feature types.

The decision-tree models are capable of using the original

raw feature-data. Therefore, no feature reduction is performed

for these models.

4.2.1. Coarse representations

Our first group of representations contain the course

representations. It consists of 9!9 wavelets for a given

orientation. As it is not clear in advance which wavelet scale

yields the best performance, we use both single-res scale-2

wavelets (Coarse scale 2) and double-res scale-4 wavelets

(Coarse scale 4).

These representations enable us to capture details at a spatial

scale larger than the face and its internal components. For

instance, it captures the edges of the head and the cheeks that

are descriptive for localising the face. We expect the

representation to yield a low variance within the class of the

context of faces, while still being sufficiently descriptive.

The coarse representations yield 9!9 wavelets for a given

orientation for a window of size 19!19. As we use three

orientations (horizontal, vertical, and diagonal), this yields a

raw feature vector qO2R
243.

4.2.2. Fine representations

Our second group of representations, the fine represen-

tations, incorporates more information on the spatial layout by

using double-res scale-2 wavelets (Fine scale 2), or quad-res

scale-4 wavelets (Fine scale 4). In this way, we incorporate

relations between large-scale features on a finer spatial

resolution. On the one hand, the additional spatial information

provides relational information that facilitates the localisation

of the face. On the other hand, one might expect that

incorporating the additional information increases the variance

within the class of contexts of faces such that localisation

becomes worse.

The fine representations yield 17!17 wavelets for a given

orientation for a window of size 19!19. As we use three

orientations (horizontal, vertical, and diagonal), this yields a

raw feature vector qO2R
867.

4.2.3. Multiscale representation

Our third group of representations consists of the multiscale

representation. It is the representation used by Papageorgiou

and Poggio [1]. This representation uses double-res scale-2

wavelets and quad-res scale-4 wavelets. The representation

incorporates a large amount of information on two different

scales. Again, this representation might either improve

detection by adding descriptive information, or deteriorate

detection by adding too much variance within the class of facial

contexts.

Both double-res scale-2 wavelets and quad-res scale-4

wavelets yield 17!17 wavelets for a given orientation and

scale for a window of size 19!19. As we use three orientations

(horizontal, vertical, and diagonal) at two scales, this yields a

raw feature vector qO2R
1734.

4.3. Training

In COBA, training proceeds in two stages. In the first stage,

the two types of relative face locators are trained, viz. with the

help of cluster-weighted models (Section 4.3.1) and with the

help of decision trees (Section 4.3.2). In the second stage,

object classifiers are trained for the two object detectors

(Section 4.3.3).

4.3.1. Training the relative face locator based on cluster-

weighted models

The cluster-weighted model is fully described by the cluster

weights p(ci), the clusters’ input-space means mi, the clusters’

input-space covariance matrices Xi, the clusters’ linear

transformations (scalars ai and vectors bi), and the clusters’

output covariance matrices Si. These parameters are optimised

by an iterative EM algorithm [25,26], based on training data

fðxr;tgtZ1;.;N and {vt}tZ1,.,N. Each iteration is composed of two

steps: an E-step and an M-step. When denoting the current

iteration number k, these steps are defined as follows.

† E-step: computes the posterior probabilities of the clusters

given the observed data:

Pkðcijðxr;t; vtÞZ
gkððxr;tjvt; ciÞg

kðvtjciÞp
kðciÞPm

iZ1

gkððxr;tjvt; ciÞg
kðvtjciÞp

kðciÞ

(9)

† M-step: computes the most likely cluster parameters given

the posterior probabilities as

pkC1ðciÞZ

PN
tZ1

Pkðcijðxr;t; vtÞ

Pm
iZ1

PN
tZ1

Pkðcijðxr;t; vtÞ

; (10)

mkC1
i Z hvii h

PN
tZ1

Pkðci; vt; vtÞvt

PN
tZ1

Pkðci; vt; vtÞ

; (11)

XkC1
i Z ðvKmkC1

i ÞðvKmkC1
i ÞT

� �
i; (12)

bkC1
i Z ðXkC1

i ÞK1 ðvKmkC1
i ÞðxT

r

� �
i; (13)

akC1
i Z ðxrKðbkC1

i ÞTðxr

� �
i; (14)

SkC1
i Z ðxrKakC1

i KðbkC1
i ÞTv

� �
ðxrKakC1

i KðbkC1
i ÞTv

� �TD E
i
;

(15)

where h$ii denotes the weighted average as defined in (11).

An iterative procedure as outlined above requires an initial

estimate for the first iteration. The initial estimate is obtained

using a k-means clustering model [26].

The cluster-weighted modelling algorithm used for the

context-validation stage is trained on a dataset of 1885 faces.
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Within the context shown in Fig. 3, training samples are

obtained at relative displacementsK8,K6,K4,K2, 0,C2,C
4,C6,C8 in both the horizontal and vertical directions. Thus,

81 relative displacements for each face are used, which yields a

total of 152,685 samples in the training set.

A model is trained using mZ8 clusters, as preliminary

results have shown that further increasing the number of

clusters does not improve performance. A separate model is

trained for each of the three feature sets.

Fig. 5 shows the 8-cluster centres in the wavelet space for

each of the three feature set groups. The left panel of Fig. 5

shows the cluster centres for the coarse scale-2 feature set.

Each row corresponds to one cluster. The first three columns

show the horizontal, vertical, and diagonal details for each

cluster. The last column shows the cluster centre and

confidence interval in the output space; the cross in the centre

marks the actual location of the object, and the ellipse shows a

one standard-deviation confidence interval around the cluster

centre. The cluster centres for the coarse scale-4 feature set are

similar.

The centre panel of Fig. 5 shows the cluster centres for the

fine scale-2 feature set. The columns have the same

interpretation as in the left panel, with the exception that all

details are sampled at a 17!17 resolution. The cluster centres

for the fine scale-4 feature set are similar.

The right panel of Fig. 5 shows the cluster centres for the

multiscale feature set. The first three columns show horizontal,

vertical, and diagonal details at scale 2, and the fourth to sixth

columns show horizontal, vertical, and diagonal details at

scale 4. The last column again shows the relative position for

each cluster.

The three figures clearly show that spatially large features

both internal to the face (such as the eyes, the nose, and the

mouth), and external to the face (such as the edges of the head),

are used for localising the face. For instance, the second row in

the right panel of Fig. 5 shows that the presence of the eyes

forms a strong indication that the current position is slightly

above the position of the face. That is, the patterns shown in the

second row are an indication that the upper-left corner of the

current window is likely to lie in a small area above the actual

upper-left corner of the face.

It is apparent that the cluster centres in the output space are

similar for the three different feature sets. In addition, the

corresponding cluster centres in the input space correspond to

similar physical components in the three feature sets.

4.3.2. Training the relative face locator based on decision trees

The decision-tree algorithm used for the context-validation

stage is trained on a dataset of 1885 faces. Within the context

shown in Fig. 3, the relative locations are discretised to a 5!5

grid, yielding 25 output classes. Samples are obtained for the

25 relative displacements for each of the 1885 faces. This

yields a total of 47,125 samples in the training set.

Finally, a standard C4.5 learning scheme [28] is applied,

where attribute selection and branching points are based on the

information maximisation criterion.

4.3.3. Training the object classifier

We employ the two object classifiers introduced in Section

2.1: the monolithic and the boosted-cascade detectors.

A support vector machine (SVM) is used in the monolithic

detector for the classification of objects, as SVMs perform well

and can be efficiently trained on large datasets [23]. In addition,

efficient software is readily available [32,33]. A quadratic

kernel is employed, as results by Papageorgiou and Poggio [1]

indicate that such a kernel yields good object-detection

performance.

For the monolithic detector we use a modification of the

‘boot-strap training’ strategy proposed by Sung and Poggio [2].

First, an initial training set is constructed that consists of 1900

positive instances from the AR faces database and 19,000

negative instances. These instances are obtained from random

regions in a part of the set of images obtained from the Internet

that is disjoint from the set that will be used for validation. A

classifier is then trained and run on another 60 images from this

set, which yields 31,613 false positives that are added to the set

of negative training instances. Subsequently, a classifier is

trained on this set, and it uses 2036 support vectors.

For the boosted-cascade detector, a prebuilt classifier

optimised by Lienhart et al. [20] has been employed. This

classifier uses 25 stages, a window of 24, and was trained using

5000 positive and 3000 negative examples per boosted stage.

The output threshold on the final stage has been increased by

five in order to obtain a reasonable false-detection rate.

Fig. 5. The cluster centres for the Gaussian mixture models (in wavelet space) together with their relative position and confidence intervals for the three feature sets

used.
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5. Evaluation procedure

The performances of the context-validation method is

assessed on 775 images from the Internet that together contain

1885 labelled faces. This set is a subset from the larger set

referred to in Section 4. In the remainder of this article, we refer

to this 775-image set as the ‘web-set’. The images contain

labelled faces that are at least 30!30 pixels in size. To ensure

that all faces are found, the images are classified for face sizes

of 24.5!24.5 pixels and up. To this end, a scale-space pyramid

of the image is calculated in which subsequent scales differ by

a factor 1.1.

In order to obtain statistically valid results, we perform a

10-fold cross-validation procedure. We split the dataset into 10

parts: in the model used for the localisation of faces in images

belonging to set i, we leave out part i from the training set. In

addition, the model is used at different ‘step sizes’; at a given

‘step size’ s, a PDF is calculated at only every s pixels in both

the horizontal and vertical direction. To determine the benefits

of using our context-validation method, the images are also

scanned for faces in a brute-force manner by both detectors

introduced in Section 2.1.

To assess the object-detection quality, one needs a

consistent definition of true positives, false negatives, and

false positives [34]. As there is no consensus over the exact

definition of these terms, we specify the definition we use

below.

In general, a face gives rise to multiple overlapping

detections in close proximity. For the purpose of evaluation

we employ a grouping procedure similar to [35]. The grouping

procedure groups all regions classified as Object Region with

an area overlap of at least 90% into a single detection. Each

group is then considered a single detection, of which the

coordinates are the means of the coordinates of the grouped

regions. From all detections, at least one should overlap

sufficiently with a labelled face in order for that face to be a

true positive; the size of the detection should be within a factor

1.5 of the size of the labelled face, and the detection’s centre

should be within a distance to the labelled face’s centre no

larger than 30% of that face’s size. If none of the detected
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Fig. 6. Detection results for context-based face detection using the monolithic detector.
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Fig. 7. Detection results for context-based face detection using the boosted-cascade detector.
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windows satisfies these criteria for a given labelled face, that

labelled face is a false negative. Detections that do not satisfy

the overlap criteria for any of the labelled faces are regarded as

false positives.

6. Results

Fig. 6 shows detection results for both COBA methods, viz.

the cluster-weighted models and the decision trees, using the

monolithic detector. Fig. 7 shows detection results for both

COBA methods obtained with the boosted-cascade detector. In

both figures, the region selection is based on the multiscale

feature set described in Section 4.2.3. Both figures are the result

of varying the threshold on the confidence value obtained in the

second stage of COBA. Table 1 shows numerical detection

results for the brute-force detectors, i.e. the first-stage detection

results. No false-positive results are shown for a detection rate

of 90% for the monolithic detector, as that number is so high

(O103) that analysis using COBA proved impractical.

In both figures, the graph on the left is a ROC curve, which

shows the trade-off between detection rate and false-positive

rate. In order to arrive at the right graph, both COBA and the

object detector are tuned to obtain a certain detection rate (as

specified on the horizontal axis). The right graph shows

COBA’s false-positive reduction rate as a function of the

detection rate. Tuning of COBA is performed by varying

the threshold on the confidence level—for each first-stage

detection—obtained in the second stage of COBA, where the

object detector itself is not tuned. Tuning of the object detector

is performed by varying the output threshold of the detector

[1,4]. In each figure, results are shown for a step size of 1. The

graphs show that a stricter context selection causes a lower

false-positive rate at the cost of a lower detection rate.

These results lead us to four observations. The first

observation is that the false-positive rate can be reduced

considerably while still retaining a high detection rate.

Although one could in principle choose any point on the

graphs to compare the results, we choose to compare detection

results under conditions at which the method is practically

applicable. The criteria we use for practical applicability is that

the method should yield an 80, 85, or 90% detection rate. At

those rates, the number of false detections is still relatively low.

Table 2 lists the number of false positives per image for

detection rates of 80, 85, and 90% for the five feature sets

defined in Section 4.2. The best results at one false positive per

image are obtained when using the boosted-cascade detector

combined with our decision-tree model with step size 1 using

the fine scale-2 feature set: the false-positive rate is reduced by

a factor 8.7 at a detection-rate of 80% when compared to the

results obtained using a tuned object detector.

The second observation is that when using the decision-tree

model in COBA, the false-positive rate is reduced by a

considerably larger factor than by using the cluster-weighted

model in COBA. We will elaborate on this difference in

Section 7.

A third observation is that when using the boosted-cascade

detector in the second stage, the detection results are better than

those obtained by using the monolithic detector in the second

stage, in terms of the false-positive rate and detection rate. This

is caused mainly by the differences in the two detectors; on our

training set, the monolithic detector yields a lower intrinsic

detection rate and a higher intrinsic false-positive rate. The fact

that results can be improved by using a well-performing object

detector taken from current research as a ‘plug-in’ in the

second stage of COBA clearly is beneficial.

Our fourth observation concerns results for different step

sizes. Tables 3 and 4 show detection results for different step

sizes, using the monolithic and boosted-cascade detector,

respectively. In both tables, the best-performing feature set (the

fine scale-2 set) has been used. The results obtained are

relatively insensitive to the step size for step sizes ranging from

1 to 4 for the cluster-weighted model, and step sizes 1 and 2 for

the decision-tree model. A step size of, e.g. 4 implies that our

region-selection model has to be evaluated at only (1/16)th of

Table 1

Detection results for the brute-force monolithic and boosted-cascade detectors

Object detector FP rate at det.rate

80% 85% 90%

Monolithic 13.21 24.87 –

Boosted-cascade 0.296 0.465 1.135

Table 2

Detection results with a threshold chosen for various detection rates

Object detector Feature set Cluster-weighted model Decision-tree model

FP rate at det.rate FP rate at det.rate

0.80 0.85 0.90 0.80 0.85 0.90

Monolithic Multiscale 1.343 12.546 – 0.385 14.223 –

Fine, scale 2 0.945 11.045 – 0.305 15.132 –

Fine, scale 4 1.646 14.317 – 0.541 17.502 –

Coarse, scale 2 0.741 12.861 – 0.192 18.701 –

Coarse, scale 4 23.483 24.951 – 0.434 19.007 –

Boosted-cascade Multiscale 0.094 0.215 0.803 0.048 0.092 0.408

Fine, scale 2 0.125 0.226 0.742 0.034 0.074 0.384

Fine, scale 4 0.117 0.278 0.850 0.061 0.130 0.641

Coarse, scale 2 0.076 0.165 0.730 0.043 0.088 0.437

Coarse, scale 4 0.118 0.269 0.756 0.061 0.154 0.592
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the locations compared to a step size of 1, thereby yielding a

speed increase of roughly a factor 15. Larger step sizesK8 and

12 for the cluster-weighted model, and 3 and 4 for the decision-

tree model—reduce the number of region-selection model

evaluations even further, but deteriorates the detection results.

Cluster-weighted models yield a good performance at larger

step sizes than the decision-tree models. This fact will be

elaborated upon in Section 7.

Fig. 8 shows detection results at a step size of 1 for COBA in

conjunction with the boosted-cascade detector. The differences

between the results for the five feature sets is small; the fine

scale-2 representation performs best, followed by the coarse

scale-2 and multiscale representations. Our two scale-4

representations do not perform as well, although their reduction

of the false-positive rate is still considerable.

Fig. 9 shows typical examples of the results obtained on

images from our dataset. In each image, there are both solid

white detection boxes, and detection boxes having a black and

white striped edge. All these boxes denote detections obtained

using the boosted-cascade object detector. The solid white

boxes are final detections after using COBA, whereas the

striped boxes are detections marked by COBA as too unlikely

given their local context. The bottom row of images in Fig. 9

shows a number of failure modes of COBA.

7. Discussion

In this section, we discuss the performance improvement

realized by COBA, and the reasons for this improvement. In

Section 7.1, we discuss the performance differences between

cluster-weighted models and decision trees. In Section 7.2, we

discuss how the model type and features types affect COBA’s

performance. In Section 7.3, we elaborate the aforementioned

points to explain the performance improvements. Finally, in

Section 7.4, we comment on the relation between COBA and

other existing work.

7.1. Performance differences between cluster-weighted

models and decision trees

In our experiments, we observed that (1) cluster-weighted

models perform well using larger step sizes than decision-

tree models, and (2) decision-tree models perform better

than cluster-weighted models in reducing the false-positive

rate. Below, we discuss possible causes for these

observations.
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Fig. 8. Detection results for context-based face detection using the boosted-cascade detector.

Table 3

Detection results for various step sizes, using the fine scale-2 feature set and the

monolithic detector

Context model Step size FP rate at det.rate

0.80 0.85

Cluster weighted 1 0.945 11.045

4 1.312 13.201

8 2.606 17.130

12 3.554 20.833

Decision tree 1 0.305 15.132

2 0.645 19.038

3 1.259 19.991

4 2.596 20.895

Table 4

Detection results for various step sizes, using the fine scale-2 feature set and the

boosted-cascade detector

Context

model

Step size FP rate at det.rate

0.80 0.85 0.90

Cluster

weighted

1 0.125 0.226 0.742

4 0.067 0.161 0.685

8 0.103 0.215 0.864

12 0.142 0.295 0.875

Decision tree 1 0.034 0.074 0.384

2 0.054 0.105 0.474

3 0.050 0.116 0.646

4 0.102 0.194 0.841
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7.1.1. Superior performance of cluster-weighted models

using large step sizes

The fact that cluster-weighted models are successful for

larger step sizes than the decision-tree models can be attributed

to the difference in output representation of both models. On

the one hand, the cluster-weighted model outputs a PDF in

terms of an expected relative location, and a covariance matrix.

This PDF has a rather large spatial extent. Thus, even when

Fig. 9. An overview of COBA performance on the dataset used in this work.
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using larger step sizes, the PDFs still overlap to a large degree,

and the actual object location will be assigned a large

confidence. On the other hand, the decision-tree models output

a conditional class probability for each of the 25 spatial classes.

In the majority of cases, one class will have a probability of 1,

and the rest will have a probability of 0. This means that the

‘PDF’ has a smaller spatial coverage than the PDF generated

by a cluster-weighted model. Hence, using a larger step size

will reduce the overlap of individual PDFs. As a consequence,

actual object location are assigned a low confidence.

Presumably, cluster-weighted models are more resilient to

increasing step sizes than decision trees, because of the large

extent of their PDFs.

7.1.2. Superior performance of decision-tree models

The superior performance of decision-tree models as

compared to cluster-weighted models may be due to the

sampling density in output space and/or the homogeneity of

samples. Below, we discuss both possibilities.

First, the sampling density in the decision tree’s output

space (25 classes) is larger than that of the cluster-weighted

model (eight clusters). In addition, preliminary experiments

using a denser output sampling for the cluster-weighted model

(12 clusters) show no further improvement the 8-cluster

version. This suggests that the superior performance of

decision-tree models over cluster-weighted models is not due

to the sampling density in output space.

Second, the decision tree has a uniform sampling over all 25

output classes. In contrast, the cluster-weighted models tend to

have their cluster centres closer to the actual location of the

face. Effectively, the number of local samples that contribute to

the probability measure of a detection, is lower in cluster-

weighted models than in decision trees. Raising the number of

clusters to 12, as alluded to above, does not change this result.

The tendency of cluster-weighted models to place the cluster

centres close to the actual object location may be either

because of non-Gaussian properties of the data, or because of

the training algorithm ending up in a local optimum. Decision

trees are non-parametric learning methods, and are therefore

better capable of handling non-Gaussian data. This suggests

that the performance difference observed is due to the uniform

sampling and the non-parametric nature of decision trees.

7.2. Feature types

In our selection of features for the region-selection stage in

Section 4.2, we claimed that the coarse representation contains

sufficient contextual information, without too much intra-class

variance. We also claimed that the other two, more complex

representations would deteriorate results because of the

incorporation of too much intra-class variance.

Our results of Fig. 8 shows that the methods using the

multiscale, or the scale-2, representations outperform the scale-

4 representations. In particular, both scale-2 representations—

including the coarse scale-2 representation—outperform the

multiscale representation. The results suggest that scale-2

representations are more informative than scale-4

representations. This explains the superior performance of

the fine scale-2 representation. The fact that the multiscale

representation does not outperform the coarse scale-2

representation is probably due to the high dimensionality

ðR1734Þ of the feature space, which together with the limited

number of available samples, hampers the generalisation

performance of the classifier.

7.3. Explaining COBA’s performance

Although our experiments show that COBA succeeds in

differentiating between object detections within likely and

unlikely contexts, the question that remains is: what is causing

the success? We discuss three possible explanations: (1) the use

of local context, (2) the relative-localisation model, and (3) the

training using relative locations.

7.3.1. The use of local context

If the use of the local context of an object causes the

successful performance of COBA, a similar improvement

would be achieved when using a one-stage binary object

detector trained on the local contextual region from which

COBA takes its training samples. We trained such a detector,

henceforth referred to as the context detector, on the 35!35

pixels training region also used for training COBA. We

downsampled the region to 20!20 pixels because the number

of features scales as s4 with the linear size s of the region. The

learning algorithm employed for the context detector is taken

from Lienhart et al. [20]. The classifier was trained using the

same image set as the brute-force classifier. Fig. 10 shows

the detection results for the context detector, compared to the

boosted-cascade detector, and the best-performing COBA

method.

It is clear from the results that the performance of the

context detector is inferior to that of both the boosted-cascade

detector and the results obtained using the COBA methods. We

therefore conclude that purely using a local context does not

explain COBA’s improvement.
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Fig. 10. Detection results for the context detector compared to the boosted-

cascade classifier and the COBA method.
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The features used for context validation may contain

information that complements the information in the context

detector discussed in explanation above While it is true that our

context-validation method uses features outside the central

face region, the features we use are a subset of those used by

the context detector. This implies that the features used for

context validation are included in that context detector, and

that the features do not add additional information. It is

important to remark, that COBA employs a subset of the

features used by the context detector. Apparently, the use of

this subset of features leads to an improved detection

performance.

7.3.2. The relative-localisation model

The type of learning algorithm employed for inducing the

contextual-validation model—cluster-weighted models or

C4.5 decision trees—may explain COBA’s successful per-

formance. However, the types of algorithms employed in our

context-validation stage have a rather different structure.

Preliminary experiments indicate that a considerable detection

improvement is also obtained when using naive Bayesian

classifiers. We therefore believe that the type of learning

algorithm is not the reason for the improvement.

7.3.3. Training using relative locations

Our final explanation is that the relative locations at which

the samples are taken for training the model may cause

COBA’s performance. However, it may be argued decision-

tree COBA can be transformed into the context detector

introduced in Section 7.3.1. It is a mapping from all decision-

tree COBA (feature, class) tuples to the appropriate feature in

the context detector feature set. Since, the contributions of all

local samples are added to obtain the final confidence for a raw

object detection, yields a one-shot classifier that predicts a

confidence based on a single classification of a 35!35-pixel

window.

Our method differs from such a constructed one-shot

classifier in two respects. The first difference is that we

restrict—or steer—the learning process in such a way that we

select a sparse subset of all features in training. This helps

improve generalisation. Whether our feature selection is

optimal, is an open question. The second difference is that

we normalise our features by dividing each feature vector

wavelet component by the sum of its elements. Preliminary

experiments indicate that this normalisation has a large impact

on performance, and that normalising by the wavelet-

component sum yields the best detection results.

This line of reasoning indicates that training using relative

locations per se does not explain COBA’s performance. Rather,

it led us to the identification of spatial feature selection and

normalization as the main causes for the successful perform-

ance of COBA.

7.4. Related and future work

Next to COBA there are other methods that employ context

to select interesting regions in images. Below, we briefly

discuss two other methods, and their relevance in relation to

COBA.

The first method is by Torralba [36]. They use spatial

context, but in contrast to COBA they use the context on a

more global level: they extract Gabor wavelets at several

orientations and frequencies from the entire area of the image,

and use this information to estimate a single PDF for the image

describing the target-object saliency. Their method highlights a

relatively large portion of the image as a region that might

contain the target object, and is thus less specific than COBA in

locating objects. Because COBA assumes a uniform prior

probability over the image of finding the object, Torralba and

Oliva’s method can be integrated into COBA to weight our

object confidence values, thereby effectively creating a three-

stage method. This might be an attractive approach, since

COBA makes the strong assumption that an object is present

within a small distance of the current position.

The second method described in recent work by Kruppa et

al. [16] uses a boosted cascade of simple classifiers to detect

facial contexts that contain the head and the shoulders. In this

respect, their method is comparable to the context detector

method we used to be compared with our COBA method.

There are two main differences between the method of Kruppa

et al. and COBA. First, as stated in Section 1, in contrast to

COBA, Kruppa et al. do not use an object-detection stage in

conjunction with their context detector, but infer the object

location by assuming that the object is in the centre of the

detected context. Second, whereas the training region used by

COBA is comparable to the context region that Kruppa et al.

detect, it should be noted that the approach in COBA is not

equivalent to head detection; whereas a head detector classifies

an entire context region as either a head or not, COBA bases its

probability measure on multiple relative location gradients

obtained from windows in the vicinity of the face.

8. Conclusion and recommendations

We proposed an object-detection method named COBA,

that uses spatial context to lower the number of false positives.

COBA employs two stages; it performs a raw object detection

in the first stage, and validates the raw detection using spatial

context in the second stage. COBA is independent of the type

of the object classifier used.

Human face-detection experiments involving two different

types of object classifiers showed that the use of spatial context

in COBA lowers the false-positive rate by a factor of up to

8.7 at a detection rate of 80%. Moreover, COBA performs

favourably when compared with current methods. The main

reason for the improvement obtained using COBA is due to the

specific manner in which COBA structures the learning phase

of the contextual validation.

Hence, we may conclude that the use of spatial context is a

viable means to reduce the number of false positives.

Three recommendations for further research are given

below. We believe it is possible to improve COBA by (1)

exploiting other contextual cues, such as the location of the

horizon or the average image depth [27], (2) taking prior
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knowledge on the presence of objects, such as described in

[17,36], into account (the current method makes the strong

assumption that an object is present in the direct vicinity of the

current location), and (3) predicting not only the relative

position of the object with respect to the current location, but

also the scale.
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